
TO WHOM 
IT MAY 
CONCERN, 

    Whatever Ministry ’s mission is to promote the beauty of modesty as a lifestyle . 

 We seek to help young women discover their true beauty , value and purpose 

through fun and informative events and programs . Your generosity and support 

will help us make a positive difference for the young women and families in our 

community as well as surrounding areas . By giving a donation , you can help us 

create this impactful change in our community and society .     

 

     As we approach our fifth year of existence we are eager to help young girls to 

learn life long skills to create a positive culture for our city . As a 501(c)3 

nonprofit , we rely on donations to make this ministry a huge success . Whatever 

Ministry hosts several events throughout the year ; however this year our goal is to 

start a monthly mentor program . These monthly meetings with the girls will 

focus on expanding their leadership skills and creating opportunities for them to 

practice those skills . We believe these skills will serve them well in their futures .  

      

     We hope that you will consider partnering with our nonprofit to impact our 

future generations of Mobile . We believe with your help we can make a positive 

difference in our city .  

WWW. WHATEVERMINISTRY.COM 
SPONSORS@WHATEVERINC.ORG 

FACEBOOK/INSTAGRAM - @WHATEVERMINISTRY  
29691 JASON MALBIS BLVD. DAPHNE, ALABAMA 36526 

 
MAKENZIE K. CUNNINGHAM 
FOUNDER 



SPONSOR  
LEVELS 

PRAISEWORTHY- $100 

 

 

ADMIRABLE- $500 

 

 

LOVELY- $1,000 

 

 

 

PURE-$2,500 

 

 

 

 

NOBLE- $3,500 

WWW. WHATEVERMINISTRY.COM 
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FACEBOOK/INSTAGRAM - @WHATEVERMINISTRY  
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(1) Ticket to each event

Recognition on Whatever Ministry's website

(2) Tickets to each event

Recognition on Whatever Ministry's website

(4) Tickets to each event

Reserved seating at events

Recognition on Whatever Ministry's website

(8) Tickets to each event

Reserved seating/table at events

Recognition on Whatever Ministry's website

Recognition on marketing materials at events

(10) Tickets to each event

Reserved area at events for advertisement of business 

Recognition on Whatever Ministry's website

Recognition during events on promotional items, marketing items, 

announcements, press, etc.

Opportunity to join us during television appearances

Plaque presented at upcoming event


